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INTRODUCTION

Purpose.

The purpose of this paper is to show as clearly as possi
ble the effect of grazing on timber production and the points
that arise in determining the proper land use of an area from
the standpoint of this problem.

Importance of Problem.

It is becoming more evident daily that the future wealth

and prosperity of our country rests largely on the manner in
which we use our productive land area.

In the past we have

not given too much thought on how this land area should be

used to derive the greatest benefits therefrom.

Quick money

returns coupled with the idea of unlimited natural resources

has been our guiding star, rather than the thought of "the
greatest good for the greatest number over the longest period
of time."

A large amount of research and scientific study is necess
ary to determine how we will go about obtaining the greatest

use of our vast land areas.

The large variety of types and

conditions, each presenting many individual problems, forms a
very large picture, and matters are greatly complicated.
What is true of the whole picture is also true on a small
er scale of our timber lands.

Some are more useful in one

way than in another, and some give the greatest production,
all things considered, by multiple use.

To be able to de

termine properly what use must be made of an area or tract it

is first essential to know what the demands are and how they

effect one another.

Review of Previous Studies.

Although no scientific studies of the problem have ever
been made by the writer, he has had the opportunity to make
personal observation over a period of the last twelve years
while in the employ of the United States Forest Service.
Methods of Procedure and Sources of Data.

The method of procedure has been to gather as much data

as possible from scientific studies made by men well in author

ity on the subject.

This material was found in government

bulletins, technical magazines, and various other works re
lated to the subject.

TYPES OF DAMAGE AND CONTROLLING FACTORS

All damage inflicted on a timber stand is more or less

chargeable to over grazing.

This may be only localized in

nature, as around water holes, along stock driveways, etc,,

or may be general over the entire area.

Following is a list

of damages incurred on a stand of timber by grazing of animals,
either domestic or wild.

1. Soil damage:

Erosion, compacting of the soil, etc.,

brought about by excessive feeding and movement of the stock
over the area.

2. Browsing:

The eating of leaves, leaders, and small

twigs by the animals.
3. Trampling:

The crushing of the seedlings by the tramp

ling of the hoofs of the animals.

There are quite a number of factors influencing the amount
of damage that will be in evidence on a timbered area follow

ing livestock grazing.

They are to wit:

1. Number of stock and length of time held on the area.

The damage incurred to any piece of range varies directly with
the number of stock and length of time they are held there.

A

large number for a short period or a few for a long period may
cause little or no damage whatsoever.

2. Season.

Studies have shown more damage is done to

seedlings during the driest time of the year.

3. Type of stock.

Stock placed on unsuitable ranges will

cause more damage than if the range is a type they prefer.
4. Age of stand.

Young trees are more liable to serious

damage than older ones.

5. Methods of handling.

Improper methods of handling

will bring about damage that will otherwise be lessened or

avoided.

An example of this is the bedding of a band of sheep

on the same bed ground for several nites, rather than adhering
to a practice of bedding out.

6. Type of timber.

Damage is, generally speaking, of a

greater degree on a hardwood stand than on a coniferous stand.

7. Topography.

Due to the sliding and scrambling of an

imals, damage will be greater, other things being equal, on
steep ground than on level.

8. Amount and kind of forage available.

Hungry or un

satisfied stock are more liable to incur damage to tree growth
than those well fed and satisfied.

EFFECTS OF GRAZING ON THE SOIL

Erosion, when the result of overstocking an area, is

brought about in two ways:

first, by packing of the soil, and

second, by removal of the protective vegetative cover.

The a-

mount of damage committed by stock through these two routes is,

of course, controlled by the factors mentioned under "Types of
Damage and Controlling Factors .

In other words, the amount

of erosion and resultant damage may vary from very little under
proper range management to a very large amount under improper
methods.

Of course,

some erosion is always in progress, but

under careful management and handling a well covered area

should lose very little soil above that of a completely protect
ed piece of ground.
Packing of the Soil.
Forest soil in its original condition is of a more or less
porous texture.

Trampling of the soil breaks down these air

spaces which act as passage ways and storage agencies for air
and water, and thereby reduces the amount of each available for
plant life and lowers the value of the area as a watershed.

(Fig. 1)

Oxygen is absorbed by the roots and carbon dioxide

is released.

When this activity is limited by lack of proper

channels of conduction there will soon be an excessive amount

of carbon dioxide accumulated in the roots.

injurious effect.

This has a very

Before long, signs of general deterioration

such as lack of growth and vigor, stagheadedness on individuals,
etc., become evident.
In regard to the water holding and absorbing capacities
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Figure 1.

When plants are present the rate of absorption of water
by the soil is materially Increased over that of bare soil.

It is significant also that bare soil on well managed range
land absorbs water more rapidly than on similar spots on
overgrazed range.

Absorption on well managed range is 0.44

Inches per hour.

This data was taken from Boise River water

shed.

After Bailey—Western Range (27)
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of the soil of grazed and ungrazed timber land, Auten (l)
found that on an average of 180 samples taken over areas of

heavily grazed and ungrazed use, the water holding capacity
of the ungrazed portions was 15$ higher than on the grazed.
It will be noted, however, that the grazed areas had been used

quite heavily, so that this figure may be a little extreme.
However, an experiment was carried out at the Upper Mis

sissippi Erosion Station at La Crosse, Wisconsin, to deter
mine the effect of grazing and forest influences on erosion
and run-off, which likewise showed some results rather in

accord with these findings.

Three plots were used in this

study; one was a cleared pasture, another a pastured woodlot, and the third an unpastured piece of timber.

The clear

ed pasture showed a three percent run-off, the pastured wood-

lot a nine percent, but the unpastured one only a fifteen
hundredths of one percent.

At the same time it was found that

the cleared pasture lost six hundred pounds of top soil per
acre, the pastured woodland sixteen hundred pounds, and the
unpastured seventeen pounds.

The ungrazed area was able to

completely absorb all the rain that fell during individual
storms .of from three-quarters to two inches in volume.

The

actual condition of the grazed areas is not known, i.e., as

to intensity to which they had been grazed, as no figures on
carrying capacities were given.

The effect of packing of the soil upon the roots has al

ready been noted in-so-far as the supply of water and oxygen
is concerned.

It should be mentioned, however, that the dam-

age is not altogether limited to that point.

In areas of

heavy concentration, such as around water holes, at gates,

etc., excessive trampling will often expose the lateral roots.

It is, however, doubtful if there are many cases where this
is accompanied by a very large financial loss except on bad
ly abused areas.

Although more will be said later in regard to the estab
lishment of seedlings, it might be well to make some mention
here of the effect that packed soil will have on root pene

tration.

Although no figures are available on the matter, It

is quite readily seen that the tender roots of a young plant

would have a much harder time penetrating a hard packed soil
than one more loose and porous in structure.

The Effect of Removal of Vegetation.

The wholesale removal of shrubs, grass, and weeds in the
understory of a forest greatly reduces the physical protection
they give the soil.

This is, of course, more marked in the

open stands lacking good reproduction than in the more dense
s tands.

Table (1.) shows the results obtained from an experiment
carried on by the U.S.F.S. on the Wasatch Plateau in Utah.

Area A had at the beginning of this experiment a plant density

of 16$, while area B had a density of 40$.

Area A was allow

ed to revegetate until it reached the same density as area B,
and both were then grazed equally.

A study of the table shows

that when the experiment was first started, area A had better
than four times the run-off, and nearly five and one-half times

the loss of sediment of area B.
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After revegetation, it is

noted that there is only 0.05$ difference in run-off, and the
loss of sediment ratio has been reduced to 2.48$.

It was felt

that this loss would decrease still more as time went on inas

much as more of the soil pores become filled and more organic
material returned to the soil.
Table 1.

Values per Acre for

Values per Acre for

Watershed A

Watershed B

Plant

Surface

Sediment

Density

Run-off

Cubic ft.

Percent

Percent

16

16-40
40

Plant

Surface

Sediment

Density

Run-off

Cubic ft,

Percent

Percent

10.33

133.8

40

2.52

24.7

8.74

105.0

40

3.03

37.3

5.49

19.2

40

5.23

7.7

A/B

"

Ratios

Run-off

Percent

Sediment
Ratio

Ratio

4.10

5.42

2.88

2.82

1.05

2.48

The Influence of vegetation change on run-off and sedi
ment removal during summer precipitation period from two test
areas on the Wasatch Plateau.
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Another experiment carried out in Southern Mississippi

(27 ) well illustrates the value of some physical protection
factors.

Forest litter was scattered over plots on a badly

eroded field.

Tests were made for run-off and soil loss.

It

was found that the application of this litter on a ten per
cent gradient decreased the water run-off fifty percent and
soil loss ninety percent.

It was further found that this

litter greatly increased the amount of moisture absorbed by
the soil, even though the soil itself was greatly compacted
and in an unabsorbent condition.

Effect of Plant Retrogression.
Overgrazing of range or native pastures leads to what

is known by the ecologists as retrogression.

In other words,

the trend is away from the climax species instead of toward

it.

A study made on the Boise River watershed (27) in south-

central Idaho brought out some interesting points on the ab
sorption, run-off, and erosion factors of these different
stages of plant succession (Fig. 2.).

It will be seen that

down through the various stages the erosion and run-off fac

tors steadily mounted, while the absorption percentage re

ceded.

There are of course, several factors entering in here,

but one point that the investigator brought out was that

with densities being equal, the type of roots found on the

plants in the lower stages, were not as inducive to good
soil conservation as those of the upper brackets.
Loss of Organic Matter.

The loss of organic matter in the soil not only reduces

10

Figure 2.

Run-off and erosion from rainfall are negligible when
the climax species predominates.

Both run-off and erosion

are pronounced where other plants have succeeded the cli

max species.

The many-branched fibrous root system is an

Important factor in retarding soil removal and aiding ab
sorption. (27)
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plant growth, but increases erosion as well.

This loss of

the organic salts is brought about by the leaching of the
run-off and through heavy grazing.

It has been shown how

run-off is effected by heavy trampling and removal of physic
al protectors of the soil.

This water in running over the

area removes a certain percentage of soluble salts.

Studies

have shown that the organic matter is a vital agent in pre
venting erosion* therefore, as the organic material is re

moved, the tendency for continued erosion becomes greater.
There has been some thought given lately to the amount

of organic material taken out of the soil by grazing animals

through utilization of the forage plants.

Mr. Kavanaugh, of

the Region Six office of the U.S.F.S., lately made the state
ment that a 1000 pound steer had In his entire make-up about
90 pounds of organic material that had at one time or another

been brought out of the ground.

In his statement he question

ed the replacement of the material.

On the other hand, Greene

( 9 ) in 1934 carried on some tests in this regard of grazed
and ungrazed areas with somewhat different results.

His work

showed, from nearly as much, to more than as much, organic
material on the grazed as on the ungrazed, and a greater quan

tity of nitrogen on the pastured land.

Doubtless, more work

will have to be done on this matter before any undisputable
statement can be made.

Climate, Soil Type, and Topography.
The preceding paragraphs have endeavored to show how

grazing will effect the soil through trampling and erosion,
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but It might be well to point out a few of the other factors
that influence the damage under conditions of over grazing.
The effect climate has on the matter is well known.

Hard,

short rains, or quickly melting snows, will create a greater
amount of damage than the same amount of water would over a

longer period of time.

This is not so true on areas in good

condition, but is quite an outstanding factor on depleted ones.

Auten ( 1 ) found that one inch of rainfall in an hour, (this
was done artificially in a green house), would remove 1 pound
of soil to 1417.4 pounds of water, whereas under the same con

ditions, one pound of soil was removed by 435 pounds of water
In one-half hour when the speed of the water was doubled.

Drought, too, has a tendency to increase ease of erosion.

The

drying of the soil causes it to lose its cohesive powers.

Thus

is is easily seen that a sudden, hard shower or a strong wind
will remove a greater quantity of material than if the soil's
power of cohesion were greater.

Soil type and topography likewise enter in as controlling
factors.

Auten ( 1 ) in his experiments found that under same

conditions of slope and rainfall, 367 pounds of water removed

one

pound of clay loam, while it required 1417.4 pounds of

water to effect one pound of sandy loam In the same manner.

Effect of slope on run-off and erosion are shown by Figures
3 and 4 in which it will be seen that run-off continued to

grow in amount with an increase in slope.

however, was made under three percent.

The greatest gain,

From the erosion

standpoint, however, it is seen that after passing a six per-
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cent raise, the quantity of material removed increased
rapidly.

EFFECT OF GRAZING ON SEED DISPERSAL AND
ESTABLISHMENT OF SEEDLINGS

Seed Dispersal and Planting.
It is rather felt be silviculturists that the amount of

seed scattered and planted by livestock is, on the whole,
quite small.

There are no doubt cases where some light-seeded

tree that matures early in the season, such as the Cottonwood,
receives some benefits in this manner.

However, among our

more valuable species it would seem that the benefits were

rather small.

Many of the seeds are of a rather heavy type

that would not stick to hair or wool, or if of a lighter
nature, mature and fall after the stock has been removed from
the area.

A possible exception to this would be stands of

Ponderosa pine found on fall and winter ranges.
many of the seeds may be trampled into the soil.

In such a case
Animals

working through an area may often expose some mineral dirt to

the surface which might act as a seed bed, but such Instances
are really of only minor importance.
Rodents.

Pearson (18) claims that the failure of broadcast sow

ing on years of light seed crops can largely be blamed on the
presence of some of the smaller ground rodents such as mice.

Several experiments have shown that the populations of some

of the animals can be reduced through rather heavy grazing.
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Such action might be quite beneficial on a badly affected
area as it would help open the seed bed as well.

Establishment of Seeailngs.

The effect of grazing a plantation of seedlings has both

beneficial and harmful results.

No blanket rule can be applied,

but each case must be worked individually as to whether to

graze or not, and, if so, to what capacity.

In the following

paragraphs the writer will endeavor to show as clearly as

possible the conditions that arise and the factors controlling
them.

Types of Damage.

Small seedlings are subject to two types of damage from

grazing animals:

(1) browsing, and (2) trampling.

The results

of these two types range from a condition of no noticable harm
to death.

Browsing.

Results from browsing are pretty well controlled by the
intensity of the damage and the length of time involved.

Sparhawk (24) found that complete defoliation, as might ex
ist in an extreme case of over-grazing, may kill the tree out
right.

Forty-two seedlings, varying from six inches to three

and one-half feet tall, were entirely relieved of their foli

age.

By the following spring twenty were completely dead,

and the rest had an unhealthy appearance.

that these would soon die.

It was thought

Another group with only the current

year's growth of needles removed showed no lasting effect.
Both Sparhawk and Hill (10) found that even removal of the
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leader for one year did not at the most result in the loss of

but one year's increment.

An uninjured side branch will curve

upward and replace the lost leader.

Furthermore, such deform

ities will have no lasting effect
on the tree as the curve or bend

will entirely disappear as the

tree becomes larger.

They were

both of the opinion that one
year's severe grazing was not of
great alarm, but where the tree
was subject to damage of even

moderate Intensity for several
years In succession, there would

be a noticable loss in height
A young sapling de

growth.

Hill shows that the

formed through heavy brow

height growth of seedlings on

sing.

overgrazed range was only 29$

(After Sampson)

of those protected from grazing

over a period of four years.

These trees quickly recuperated

when given protection, however.
Trampling.

By trampling sheep may briuse the seedling, bury it under

loose soil or litter, uproot or break it.

Such injuries,

especially in the case of smaller seedlings, often cause death.
The gross amount of damage done in this manner varies under

different conditions that are explained in the following para
graphs.
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Controlling Factors;
Age and Heights

In areas on which the young stand is liable to be

damaged seriously by grazing, it might be well to keep the
stock out until the seedlings have reached a height that

will put their leaders beyond the reach of the grazing ani
mals.

This would be about four feet for sheep and five to

five and one-half feet for cattle.

reached,

After these points are

there is less chance for permanent injury.

Figures 5 and 6 quite well show the additional dam
age inflicted upon the younger and smaller classes.

Spar

hawk (24) found in his studies that seventy-three percent
of the damaged trees were under one year of age and only
one-half of one percent over six inches in height.

on to say:

He goes

"By the end of the third year they are two to

four inches high,

their stems have become woody and fairly

tough, and their roots penetrate the soil for a foot or

more so that they are not easily uprooted by trampling-, nor
exposed to drying by the loosening of the soil.

Injury

from grazing Is so slight after this that there is no need

for closing reproduction areas to sheep after the third
year, though it may be desireable to graze such areas light

ly for a few years more until the seedlings reach a height
of six inches."

Sampson (21) found in his investigations of Aspen that
there was no correlation between age of sprouts under the

heretofore mentioned height limit and amount of damage
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inflicted by stock.

Pearson (is), on the other hand, shows

some increase of death of seedlings for the first year but

a rapid drop-off thereafter.

Injuries, on the other hand,

had a general climb for the five years shown on the chart.
(Figure 6.)
Just what the conditions were that caused this differ

ence in the lower classes is not altogether clear, but they
do all agree on the fact that damage was greater within these
brackets shown than in the higher ones.
Types of Trees.

Broadleaf species, generally speaking, are preferred

to conifers by browsing animals.

Stickel and Hawley (24)

in speaking of the benefits derived by grazing of a pine

plantation in New England, mentioned the fact that the stock,
through their preference for hardwood species, lowered the
competition for the softwoods from that source.

A study, made by a committee appointed by the chairman

of the New England Section of the Society of American For

esters ( 2 ), to determine the advisibillty of grazing the

woodland areas of these states, pointed out, among other things,
the great amount of damage incurred on the hardwood species

through browsing.

This was one of the outstanding reasons,

in fact, why they advised against grazing.

Uyl (29) found in his work at Purdue University that
steers used in a study would often be found riding down sap
lings to reach the leaves, while there was still available
grass of good palatability on the area.
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Quite in contrast with this, on our western conifer
stands indications are that serious browsing of the trees is

usually only to be found on areas which are overgrazed.
Types of Stock and Proper Range.

One of the problems facing any land administrator in

determining whether to graze an area of reproduction or not,
is to determine the type of stock best suited to the condi

tions present on the tract.

Sheep and goats are primarily

browse and weed eaters, while cattle and horses prefer grass.

As an example of what this means, sheep will commit a far
greater amount of damage to reproduction on a grassy area
with a sprinkling of yellow pine, than they would with the
same stand of timber on a weed or browse range.

Westveld

( 32) in speaking of the damage done to Longleaf pine seed

lings by razor-back hogs mentions the fact that cattle

grazing on the area, are often quite beneficial to the stand
through reduction of competition brought on by the other veg
etation.

One hog, on the other hand, can completely remove

an acre of seedlings set six by eight feet apart in a single
day.

Sampson (21 ) found sheep injury to Aspen reproduction

was about 19.9$ as compared to a 3.97$ by cattle on areas of
the same intensity of feed.

The percentage of difference of

killed sprouts was even greater than that of the injured,

being 24.8$ for sheep and 0.5$ for cattle.
Hill (10) has compiled the following table which shows

quite well the difference in damage brought on by sheep or
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cattle on Pine areas in the Southwest.

Comparative
Importance

Condition of

Range

Amount of Serious

Damage in Percent
of Total Stand

Percent of Total

Cattle

Sheep

38.00

0.008

4.18

6.00

0.780

2.10

Poorly Stocked
with Forage

12.00

0.040

0.31

Bunchgrass

15.00

0.001

1.50

In Flats

0.92

0.200

0.20

Around Water and
Salt Licks

0.05

0.030

0.03

0.03

0.020

0.02

100.00

1.159

8.96

-

Normally grazed
Overgrazed

Corrals, Ranches

and

Bed Grounds

Total

It is seen that the ratio of damage between these two classes
of stock under the

tenths

same conditions

is one to

seven and seven

in favor of the cattle.

Methods of Handling.

After the correct number, types of stock, etc., have
been determined for a piece of range,

it is necessary to see

that they are handled in the proper manner If range and tim

ber damage is to be avoided.

Oftentimes it is impossible to

get a uniform usage of the range due to topography, timber,

brush, etc., but this can be partly overcome by proper methods
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of handling.

There is no better example of this than the practice of

bedding out on a sheep range.

Under this method the sheep

are bedded down on a new bed ground each night instead of re

turning to the same camp night after night.

Figure 7, taken

from Sampson, shows quite well what the results are If the
sheep are returned to the same bed ground each night.

His

illustration is, of course, based on effects to forage cover.
But when forage suffers as severely as the figure shows, it
is quite evident what will happen to any seedlings on the

area.

Allowing cattle to concentrate along streams or in

areas near water and near salt grounds will have the same
effect.

Close herding or dogging of sheep has a detrimental
effect on both stock and range.

Where stock are held close

together or dtiven hard, there will be a greater amount of
the vegetation torn, injured, and uprooted, than if the ani
mals are allowed to scatter and are handled slowly and quietly,

Number of Stock and Length of Time Held on Area.
Overstocking of the range and trying to derive more ani
mal months of feed than the area affords has undoubtedly done
more to injure and kill seedlings than any other one thing.

As the palatable forage grows scarce in a coniferous stand,
there will be a tendency to feed more and more on green foli

age of the seedlings.
In a hardwood stand, where the leaves are materially
more palatable to stock anyway, there will be a still greater

effort to consume all within reach.

This can be especially

24

Figure 7.

Bedground used for several successive years, showing
zones of vegetation and range depletion (after Sampson).
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serious with sheep.

Sampson (21) found them feeding not only

on the leaves but on the smaller twigs as well.

An excess of grazing means that an area will be gone over

several times which can but result in greater trampling of the
seedlings and increased erosion to the soil.
Season of the Year.

Damage to timber growth increases during the dry seasons.

Following is a table made up by Hill (10) from'his studies in
Arizona:

Average $ of
Period

Weeks

Trees Damaged

Per Week

Each Season

1. 4/15-5/20

5

0.35

0.07

2. 5/21-7/8*

7

17.60

2.50

3. 7/9-9/12

9

17.50

1.90

4. 9/13-11/6

8

7.50

0.90

*Dry season.

Sparhawk's studies showed the same results.

This is

due to the fact that the forage will dry up and become tough

during this portion of the season and is not so readily eat

en by the stock.
succulent feed.

The trees on the other hand, do offer some
This condition, however, may not result In

any extremely serious damage to the young., trees.
Topography and Soil.

Other things being equal, damage will be greater on
steep than on level ground.

This is especially true of loose
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soil.

Animals In feeding on a hillside will scramble and

slide, uprooting and injuring many of the young and tender

seedlings.

Where the soil is somewhat packed and firm, there

is less danger of damage, but a loose humus soil will give

way much easier.

This will result in the animal tearing up

more of the surface, uprooting, breaking, and damaging much
of the young growth.

EFFECTS ON OLDER STANDS

Damage.

The harmful effects of evergrazing are not as strongly
pronounced In the older stands as they are in the reproduc
tion.

Such damage as exists is, however, somewhat along the

same lines.

Rubbing.

Hill (10 ) mentions the prevalence of this damage whereever stock congregates, as at water holes, salt licks, etc.,

but quotes Jaenicke and Long as saying that they felt very
few disease infections or insect infestations started through
any grazing injuries.

This is undoubtedly due to the fact

that most of the trees damaged enough to allow entry of dis
ease are saplings, while the damage incurred by pathological
agencies are found in older trees.

Browsing.

Although the older trees are not as easily damaged by
browsing as the seedlings, serious harm can be inflicted.

Saplings with the top of their crowns just out of reach of
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The upper photo shows a good stand of Aspen reproduction
that has been protected from grazing.

The lower picture shows

the result of heavy grazing for three years on a similar

stand.

The stumps are completely dead.

(After Sampson)
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animals, but whose major portion of foliage is well with
in the reach of the stock, can easily be stripped to a point
that will greatly hamper the growth and development of the

tree.

Uyl ( 29) in his study of grazing in the hardwoods

found the steers actually riding down saplings to reach the

foliage that was otherwise too high.

Just what percentage

of leaves and twigs a tree can lose annually without seri
ous harm will vary, but it is easily seen that a repeated
striping yearly will greatly weaken the tree.
Packing of the Soil.

The effect of packing of the soil has been quite well
covered early in this paper.

When this condition results

from overstocking, absorption is lowered, run-off increased,
and

the aeration of the soil reduced.

This has a

direct

effect on the life and general condition of the stand through
reduction of moisture and oxygen available to the trees.
Such conditions can only result in slower growth and lower

ed vitality.

This is evidenced by stagheadedness, general

discoloration of the foliage, and possibly Insect infesta
tions.

The Ecological Effects.
The effect of grazing on the composition of a stand
differs greatly under different conditions.

In some cases

the stand is benefitted by the removal of the inferior
species, and in others the results are quite the opposite.

Sparhawk (24 ) lists the following species in order of
palatability as a result of his work in Idaho.

They are as
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follows:
1.

Ponderosa Pine.

2. Lodgepole Pine.

3. Douglas Fir.
4. White Fir.

It is seen here that there is a tendency to browse the more

valuable species while the least valuable, White Fir, was
entirely untouched.

Under such conditions it is seen what

the ultimate effect would be on the composition of a mixed
stand should the grazing be carried on to a point that would

result in serious deterioration of the understory.

Although

this might involve a considerable period of time, eventually
the more valuable species would be replaced by the inferior.
This Is quite opposite to the effect that regulated grazing
has on the eastern pine plantations as pointed out by Strick-

el and Hawley (26).

In that case, the stock removed the

undesireable and inferior hardwoods.

There are situations, too, where grazing greatly bene
fits the establishment of trees on otherwise open grass lands
or mountain meadows.

Something has been said relative to the

lowering of the competition rendered by the other forms of
vegetation on timber lands in attempting to reproduce a
stand of seedlings.

The same thing is quite true on natural

ly open lands that lie adjacent to timber stands.

The writer

has observed instances where rather heavy grazing has lower

ed the density of grass on mountain meadows which resulted
in the seedlings from the adjacent timber gradually taking
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up more and more of the once meadowed area.
Professor Lawrence, plant ecologist of the Botany De

partment, is of the opinion that grazing of logged or burnedover lands of the Douglas Fir region may retard or hasten
establishment of the conifer species.

He points out that

Alder Is found growing on moist sites in one step of plant
succession.
Hemlock.

This is eventually replaced by Douglas Fir and

Much of the tree growth can be kept out entirely

by exceedingly heavy grazing.

If, however, Alder are allow

ed to take the area, and then it is grazed to a point that

no young material is allowed to become established, the old
er individuals will soon reach maturity and die.

If then,

the stock are removed or greatly lessened in numbers, the

young conifers will rapidly come into evidence.
Professor Hyslop, of the Farm Crops Department of the
School of Agriculture, feels that grazing works in quite well
with reestablishment of conifers on the Douglas Fir region.
He advocates the seeding of any logged or burned-over area

to grass of a sod-forming variety. (The logged over area be

ing first burned.)

The grass will keep out the ferns and

other weeds, but unless heavily grazed, will not seriously
effect the introduction of conifer seedlings.

He points out

that this grass will stay green a goodly portion of the year

in this humid area, and hence will reduce the fire hazard
as well as furnish forage for the stock.

In other words,

the fire hazard, which he contends is one of the worst fac
tors to be faced in reestablishing the tree stand, will be
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greatly reduced, thereby protecting the young trees as well
as furnishing a revenue from the area.

This sort of treat

ment is, of course, limited to areas where tree seed is avail
able, either from nearby blocks of timber, or from seed trees.

BENEFITS OF GRAZING

Fire Prevention and Control.

The outstanding menace that any forester must guard

against in handling a forest area is fire.

Naturally, the

more material available the greater the hazard.

It is readi

ly seen that much of this material is removed by grazing,
hence reducing the intensity of the flame if a fire does start.

Ingram (11 ) in speaking of grazing in relation to fire on

logged-off lands of the Douglas Fir region says:

"Damage to

timber reproduction and other forms of vegetation on cut-over

areas by any form of grazing use fades into insignificance
when compared with loss of seed trees, seedlings, and other

plants, caused by recurring fires such as have occurred on
parts of the area under study.

The more study given to the

problem, the more apparent it becomes that the prevention of
a reburn is of major importance to the fir."
Although Ingram was a grazing man and is a little strong
er in his assertions in this manner than some others, all of

them, such as Westveld (32) agreed, that grazing has a nega
tive result on fire hazards.

Sampson (28), as well as Stickel and Hawley (26),
point out that not only is the fire danger lowered through
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The effect of grazing on fire hazards are shown quite
well in these two views.

The upper shows a bad hazard of

dry grass four feet tall; the lower presents no such con
dition as the more inflammable material has been removed.

(After Sampson)
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removal of the forage, but that many of the trails made by
stock are potential fire guards.

ing example of this.

A driveway is the outstand

Vegetation is usually very scattering

and sparse along a driveway, often for a width of two-hundred

yards.

It Is readily seen what the value of this would be in

suppressing a fire.

In the past many fires were started by stockmen with the

thought that it would improve grazing.

Such actions are

today pretty well a thing of the past.

Many rangers list the

permittees among their best cooperators on suppression and
detection of fires.

Their knowledge of the country and woods-

manship often make their services invaluable.
Reduction of Competition.

Grazing reduces the competition between seedlings and

other forms of vegetation.

Westveld (31) in mentioning the

damage done by hogs to Longleaf pine seedlings, remarks that
cattle are helpful in the establishment of the stand by re

moval of the grass in competition with the young trees.

Wahl-

enberg (30) found that grazing of pine areas did no serious

damage to the seedlings if the areas were not overstocked,

and growth was better on the grazed than on the ungrazed areas.
Pearson (20) in speaking of the competition brought on by

herbaceous vegetation says that he found more moisture in the
upper foot of soil under tree growth than on the open areas
covered with other forms of plant life.

Stickel and Hawley (26) found grazing a very active fac
tor in reducing the competition brought on by undesireable
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hardwoods on a New England pine plantation.

In a country

given to mixed stands this is one of the factors the forester
has to deal with in producing a pure stand of conifers, and
often necessitates the spending of additional sums for weed

ing.

If grazing animals can reduce this cost, as well as

provide some income, there might be quite a saving in costs
incurred during growth of the stand.
Effect on Decomposition of Litter.

The changing of forest litter to soil is hastened by the
movement of stock through the area.

Their sharp hoofs break

up the smaller twigs and branches, tear up rotten and de

caying logs and thereby expose more of the material to the
elements.

Grazing as a Source of Revenue.
Naturally the more revenue that can be derived from an
area, the greater will be the profits.

One of the drawbacks

to private forestry as an investment has been the fact that
it is such a long time investment without any returns, while
at the same time the owner must put out money for taxes and

protection.

In Europe this is partly overcome by the sale

of small material removed through cleanings, weeding, etc.

However, in America, the sale for this material is greatly
limited to some of our closely settled areas, and some other
form of revenue must take its place.

Grazing is not always possible on the broadleaf areas
without serious damage to tree growth, nor can It be carried
on in an unregulated fashion in the coniferous stands, but
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there are many areas where it would provide for funds to
help meet taxes and costs of protection without serious dam
age to the timber.

THE ECONOMIC FACTORS INVOLVED

Scientific data on the subject is, unfortunately, lack

ing.

Figure 8 was taken from the Annual Reports of the

Forester to the Secretary of Agriculture.

However, it would

be very erroneous to accept this as an indicator of the rela

tive importance of'the two industries.

Value of the product

Is only considered in this graph with no thought as to the
number of people effected.
The writer will, however, endeavor to show some points
to be considered on the question which are as follows:

1. Type of forest area.
2.

The local need for each of the two uses.

3. The coordination of grazing and timber production
with other uses.

4. Accessibility of the area.

Type of Forest Area.

A large amount of the land supporting timber growth sad

ly lacks in the ability to produce a type of commercial im

portance.

Such lands, as far as these two used are concerned,

are primarily and completely grazing lands.

hand,

On the other

some other lands have no value in this regard whatso

ever but have the capacity to produce lumber in large quantit
ies.

Grazing has no place on land of this type whatever.
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Between these two extremes is a large area capable of
producing both forage and timber.

It is on lands in this

bracket that the conflict of these two uses occurs.

the areas,

Some of

such as hardwoods, will suffer in lumber produc

tion if grazed at all; others may be benefitted as well as

produce extra revenue.

On still a third class there may be

a rather neutral effect if proper management is used.
The Local Demand for Each Use.

Many of our western communities are supported largely
or entirely by the grazing of livestock.

Moisture and (or)

topography makes any other type of agriculture impossible.

Much of this range is of a semi-desert type that can only
yield its maximum benefits to the people of the locality
through being used in correlation with higher timbered range
to which the stock can be moved during the summer months.

Under such conditions, much of the welfare and prosperity of
the community is dependent on forest grazing.

On the other hand there are regions that are largely
dependent on the production of lumber products from stands of

nearby timber.

Under such conditions, grazing yields the

smaller portion of the community's income and hence must be

given second place to timber in determining the proper use
for the area.

The Coordination of Timber and Grazing with other Uses.
Many of our forest lands are of a type and is such a

location as to serve a multiplicity of uses such as grazing,
timber, recreation, watersheds, etc.

The present school of
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thought is to coordinate these uses in a manner that will

give the greatest good to the greatest number over the long
est period of time.

Under this type of program it is often

necessary to limit or completely restrict one or more of these

activities.

Areas of high esthetic value should not be logg

ed, while those of greater use for play grounds shall not be
grazed.

Such a program is rather in force at the present time

on our National Forests and in some of our Eastern and Middle-

western states under the heading of "land zoning".
Accessibility.

The accessibility of an area can often have a great in

fluence on its use.

This has been more true in the past than

now, but it is a factor that does still exist to some extent.

Few areas are Inaccessible to live stock.

However, cost of

construction of means of transportation can be a limiting
barrier to logging an area.

SUMMARY

Findings.

1. There are three ways in which grazing seriously effects
tree growth.

They are as follows:

a. Browsing.
b. Trampling.

c. Soil damage.

The amount of damage is controlled by the following factors:
a. Number of stock and length of time held on the area.
b. Season of year area grazed.
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c . Type of stock.

d. Age of stand.
e. Method of handling stock.

f. Type of timber.
g. Topography and soil.
h. Amount and kind of forage available.

2. Overgrazing effects the soil in the following ways:
a. Packs the soil.

This reduces the air spaces which

lowers the water holding capacity of the soil and
decreases aeration.

This results in lowered vitali

ty of the stand and Increased erosion and run-off.

b. Removal of vegetation.

Loss of vegetation means

greater exposure of the soil to the elements which

results in greater erosion and run-off.

c. Plant retrogression.

plant retrogression.

Over grazing often results in

Inferior plants that replace the

climax species are not as efficient in retarding ero
sion due to their root systems as are the climax species
This results in greater run-off and erosion due to the

less efficient soil-holding root systems.
d. Loss of organic matter.

Eroding of an area reduces

the amount of organic material.

The removal of or

ganic material through consumption of plants by ani
mals may have a serious result.

e. Climate, soil type, and topography have a varying
effect on the speed and amount of erosion.

3. A study of the effects of grazing on seed dispersal shows
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that the benefits are thought to be greatly limited.

Rodent

damage is, however, decreased through grazing.
4. The effect that grazing has on the establishment of the seed

lings varies with amount of damage incurred by the individual

plants.

Complete defoliation may result in death to the plant,

while the loss of the current year's growth may have no ser

ious effects.

Trampling may bruise, bury, or uproot the seed

lings, the damage varying with different conditions.

5. There are quite a number of factors that influence damage.
Some of these are under direct control of man, and others are
purely physical conditions that exist on the area.

They are

as follows:

a. Age and height of the stand.

Sheep can reach about

four feet in browsing, while cattle five to five and
a half feet.

Seedlings about this height are not as

liable to serious damage as those in the lower brack

ets.

There is a difference of opinion among investi

gators as to the correlation between amount of damage
and height and age in the lower brackets.

Some studies

show a distinct relationship between age and height,
and damage while others do not.

b. Types of trees.

Hardwoods are generally browsed to

a greater extent than conifers.

c. Types of stock and range.

Animals placed on un

suitable range will creat a greater amount of damage
than they will on a type to which they are suited.

d. Methods of handling.

Damage can be greatly controlled
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through proper methods of handling the stock.

e. Season of the year.

Due to the reduced amount of

succulent feed available, damage from browsing is

greater through the dry months than at any other sea
son of the year.
f. The number of stock and length of time held on the
area.

Attempting to derive more animal months of feed

than the range will produce under proper management,
will result in a greater loss of seedlings.

g. Topography and soil.

Other things being equal, dam

age will be more severe on steep than on level ground.

Likewise, seedlings on loose soil will suffer more
than those on firm ground.

6. Grazing may be quite helpful in establishment of the seed
lings in these various ways:

a. Fire prevention and control.

Fire hazard is reduced

through removal of inflammable material by grazing
animals.

Their trails act as potential fire breaks.

The stockmen are often valuable In suppression and
detection work on the National Forests.

b. Reduction of competition.

Competition suffered by the

seedlings may be greatly reduced by the removal of un-

desireable hardwoods, grass, and weeds by grazing ani
mals.

c. Reduction of rodent population.

Grazing of a weed or

grass area reduces the number of mice and other small
rodents

that feed on tree seeds.
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d. Source of revenue.

The returns from grazing furnish

an income to help meet the annual expenses of taxes

and protection that occur prior to the harvesting of
the crop.

7. Although older stands do not suffer as easily as do young
er ones from overgrazing, continued abuse of the are will

show results.

Rubbing, browsing, and packing of the soil, all

contribute to lower vitality and general deterioration of the
stand.

8. The ecological effects differ under different conditions.
In one section the grazing may bring about retrogression of

the stand, while in another it may hasten plant succession.
9. There are several economic factors involved in determin

ing the grazing of an area.

a. Type of forest area.

They are:

Not all timber lands will pro

duce good commercial timber and so find their best

use (considering only timber growing and grazing uses)
in production of forage for livestock.
the reverse is true.

On other areas

Between these two extremes lies

a third type which produces both forage and timber.
It is within this bracket that the question of whether

to graze or not arises.
b. Local need.

In some regions grazing of livestock

furnishes the principle income of the community; in
others the returns from timber sales are of paramount

importance.

Such conditions are of great importance

in determining the proper use of an area.
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c. Coordination of forest uses.

Many of our timber

lands produce the maximum benefits to society through
coordination of several uses.

The value of each should

be weighed and the proper allowance made for its place
on the area.

d. Accessibility.

Many areas are more valuable for

grazing than the production of timber due to their

inaccessibility.

Stock may be easily driven to many

places that would not produce enough good timber to
pay for the high costs of constructing a means of
transportation for logs.
Conclusions:

1. When any appreciable amount of damage is inflicted upon
tree growth in a coniferous stand, a system of good range
management is lacking.
cover as well as

Under such a condition the forage

tree growth will suffer.

2. Generally speaking, it Is not in keeping with good silvicultural practices to graze hardwood stands.
3.

Grazing occupies an important place on some of our western

forests as shown by local need.

In other cases it should be

prohibited entirely.
Recommendations:

1. That a study of proper land use be made of all timber

lands used for grazing to decide upon the adviaibility of that
use.

2. That all timber lands upon which grazing is to be permitted
be covered by a thorough range survey to determine a good
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plan of range management.

3. That such a plan shall have a certain degree of elasticity
so that the administrators in charge shall be able to make
small changes from time to time as conditions warrant.
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